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Artificial EconomicsArtificial Economics
!! New book:                                                       New book:                                                       

Artificial Economies of Adaptive Agents: Artificial Economies of Adaptive Agents: 
The MultiThe Multi--Agent Systems Approach to Agent Systems Approach to 
EconomicsEconomics, MIT Press, 2006., MIT Press, 2006.

!! VIIVIIthth Trento Trento Summer School:                          Summer School:                          
Agent Computing in EconomicsAgent Computing in Economics
!! Ph.D. students and Ph.D. students and ass’tass’t. . profprof.s.s
!! 22--22 July 200622 July 2006
!! Axel Axel LeijonhufvudLeijonhufvud, organizer, organizer
!! R Axtell and L R Axtell and L TesfatsionTesfatsion, co, co--directorsdirectors



OutlineOutline

!! Agent computingAgent computing in economics and in economics and 
other fieldsother fields

!! Artificial economiesArtificial economies of adaptive of adaptive 
agentsagents

!! The The macroeconomymacroeconomy, , emergentemergent
!! Architecture of an Architecture of an artificial artificial 

macroeconomymacroeconomy
!! ConclusionsConclusions



Macro from Agents: Macro from Agents: 
BackgroundBackground

!! Microsimulation Microsimulation (e.g., (e.g., OrcuttOrcutt))
!! Small # of households (e.g., 16K memory)Small # of households (e.g., 16K memory)
!! No strategic behaviorNo strategic behavior

!! AspenAspen model (mid 1990s)model (mid 1990s)
!! SuperSuper--computing application (computing application (SandiaSandia))
!! Little empirical relevanceLittle empirical relevance

!! Extant macroeconomics with agentsExtant macroeconomics with agents
!! Few agentsFew agents
!! Maximization of discounted expected utilityMaximization of discounted expected utility

!! ‘Financial fragility’ models of ‘Financial fragility’ models of Gallegati Gallegati and coand co--
workersworkers
!! Exogenous shocksExogenous shocks
!! Firms as agentsFirms as agents



Macro from Agents: ProjectMacro from Agents: Project
!! TeamTeam

!! AgentAgent--based microeconomicsbased microeconomics
!! Specify component modelsSpecify component models

!! MacroeconomicsMacroeconomics
!! C Georges, agent computingC Georges, agent computing
!! A A LeijonhufvudLeijonhufvud, conceptual clarity, conceptual clarity
!! Brookings economists: output checkBrookings economists: output check

!! Computer scienceComputer science
!! MultiMulti--agent systems expertsagent systems experts
!! Learning specialistsLearning specialists
!! Evolutionary computing prosEvolutionary computing pros

!! GoalsGoals
!! Challenge representative agent macroChallenge representative agent macro



Solitary Solitary vs vs Interactive AgentsInteractive Agents
!! SolitarySolitary

!! Utility function holds own Utility function holds own 
state and global economic state and global economic 
variablesvariables

!! Maximization done Maximization done 
without regard for others’ without regard for others’ 
direct interests (“passable direct interests (“passable 
definition of a sociopath” definition of a sociopath” 
[Aaron, 1994])[Aaron, 1994])

!! Seeks global optimumSeeks global optimum
!! Asocial or antiAsocial or anti--social social 

!! InteractiveInteractive
!! Utility function holds Utility function holds 

individual state, family, individual state, family, 
community, societal community, societal 
actions/welfareactions/welfare

!! Seeks own utility Seeks own utility 
improvements, welfare improvements, welfare 
for others (e.g., for others (e.g., 
fairness)fairness)

!! Adaptation through Adaptation through 
interactioninteraction

!! SocialSocial



Power of InteractionPower of Interaction
!! Paradigm of Paradigm of nonnon--interactive interactive computing:computing:

!! DataData
!! MachineMachine (e.g., Turing machine)(e.g., Turing machine)
!! Machine turns data into the answer (e.g., Machine turns data into the answer (e.g., 4242) ) 

via via algorithmalgorithm
!! MultiMulti--agent systems: agent systems: interactiveinteractive computingcomputing

!! P Wegner: P Wegner: systems of interacting agentssystems of interacting agents at at 
least as powerful as a Turing machineleast as powerful as a Turing machine

!! Movement to rework the foundations of comMovement to rework the foundations of com--
puter science from perspective of puter science from perspective of interactioninteraction



Against the Nash ProgramAgainst the Nash Program
!! An An implicitimplicit assumption of conventional game assumption of conventional game 

theory is that social regularities arise from theory is that social regularities arise from 
equilibrium at the equilibrium at the agent levelagent level

!! Clearly, this is Clearly, this is sufficientsufficient; it is ; it is notnot necessarynecessary
!! CounterCounter--examples: agentexamples: agent--based financial markets based financial markets 

and firm formation modelsand firm formation models
!! In a large population, agents perpetually adapt In a large population, agents perpetually adapt 

their behavior to one another and their their behavior to one another and their 
circumstances, yet stationary structures can arise circumstances, yet stationary structures can arise 
at the social levelat the social level



Agent Computing in Other FieldsAgent Computing in Other Fields

!! Computer science: AI Computer science: AI →→ DAI DAI →→ MASMAS
!! Ecology: decade of work on ‘individualEcology: decade of work on ‘individual--

based models’ (based models’ (IBMsIBMs))
!! Epidemiology: ODE models now agentsEpidemiology: ODE models now agents
!! Traffic:Traffic:

!! Before 1990 Before 1990 allall traffic models were CFD traffic models were CFD 
analogs realized on vector supercomputersanalogs realized on vector supercomputers

!! Today agents have displaced theseToday agents have displaced these
!! Military OR: Complete transition from Military OR: Complete transition from 

PDEs PDEs to agents over past decadeto agents over past decade



What is Feasible What is Feasible TodayToday with with 
Agent Computing?Agent Computing?

!! Simple agents on modern workstationSimple agents on modern workstation
!! 101066 -- 101077 agents in C/C++agents in C/C++
!! 101055 -- 101066 agents in Javaagents in Java

!! Complex agents on good workstationComplex agents on good workstation
!! 101022 -- 101055 agents in C/C++agents in C/C++
!! 101011 -- 101044 agents in Javaagents in Java

!! Bigger numbers on ‘big iron’, the gridBigger numbers on ‘big iron’, the grid
!! Main limitation today is software:Main limitation today is software:

!! What behavioral rules do we write for the agents?What behavioral rules do we write for the agents?
!! What rules are sufficient for the emergence of the What rules are sufficient for the emergence of the 

family, private property, the State?family, private property, the State?



Agent Computing: The Agent Computing: The FutureFuture

!! Agents are the only way for economists to Agents are the only way for economists to 
fully utilizefully utilize modern machinesmodern machines
!! Code a few classes of agents and replicateCode a few classes of agents and replicate
!! ‘Small‘Small--compile time, large runcompile time, large run--time’ modeltime’ model
!! No way fill 1 GB RAM with equations!No way fill 1 GB RAM with equations!

!! Agent models can be considered as Agent models can be considered as richerricher
specificationsspecifications than typical econometricsthan typical econometrics



Consider a Complex Consider a Complex 
Machine…Machine…

!! ReductionistReductionist perspectiveperspective
!! Describe behavior of Describe behavior of 

components components mathematicallymathematically
(dynamical systems)(dynamical systems)

!! AggregateAggregate components to components to 
subsystems (e.g., subsystems (e.g., 
mechanical, electrical, mechanical, electrical, 
chemical, operational, chemical, operational, 
regulatory)regulatory)

!! Dynamical behavior of each Dynamical behavior of each 
subsystem subsystem veryvery complexcomplex

!! Link all subsystems together Link all subsystems together 
and there is noand there is no analytical analytical 
(i.e., closed form) (i.e., closed form) 
representation of the whole representation of the whole 



Workarounds…Workarounds…
!! Physicists get around this Physicists get around this 

problem via problem via homogeneity, homogeneity, 
then then statistical mechanicsstatistical mechanics

!! Engineers get around Engineers get around 
problem problem pragmaticallypragmatically via via 
heuristics, rulesheuristics, rules--ofof--thumb, thumb, 
computer models, multicomputer models, multi--
agent organizationsagent organizations

!! Macroeconomists use two Macroeconomists use two 
main abstractions:main abstractions:
!! representative agent/firmrepresentative agent/firm
!! aggregate dataaggregate data



EmergentEmergent MacroeconomicsMacroeconomics
!! Dynamical models for all Dynamical models for all 

components of an components of an 
economyeconomy

!! Two flavors:Two flavors:
!! Institutions as agentsInstitutions as agents
!! Individuals as agents Individuals as agents 

(institutions as MAS)(institutions as MAS)
!! Explicitly specify interExplicitly specify inter--

actions between agentsactions between agents
!! Spin the whole Spin the whole artificial artificial 

economyeconomy forward in time; forward in time; 
equilibrium equilibrium agnosticismagnosticism

!! Aggregates Aggregates emergeemerge
!! Emergent Emergent macrovariables macrovariables 

influence agent behaviorinfluence agent behavior



Philosophy of Philosophy of EmergenceEmergence
!! Pragmatic antiPragmatic anti--reductionismreductionism
!! Aggregates and institutions arise from the Aggregates and institutions arise from the 

interactionsinteractions of autonomous agentsof autonomous agents
!! Aggregates may be wellAggregates may be well--defined at both the defined at both the 

individual and social levels, e.g., savingsindividual and social levels, e.g., savings
!! Institutions may have behavior not defined at Institutions may have behavior not defined at 

the individual level (e.g., policythe individual level (e.g., policy--setting ability)setting ability)
!! A A macroeconomy macroeconomy is a is a complex adaptive complex adaptive 

systemsystem
!! Difficulties of the ‘representative agent’ are a special Difficulties of the ‘representative agent’ are a special 

case of the philosophers’ “fallacy of division”case of the philosophers’ “fallacy of division”
!! Related to notions of ‘ecological inference’Related to notions of ‘ecological inference’



Macroeconomics from Macroeconomics from 
MicroMicro

!! ‘‘Microfoundations Microfoundations of macro’ is conventionally of macro’ is conventionally 
interpreted as the interpreted as the Walrasian Walrasian foundationsfoundations

!! Historically, Historically, Walrasian Walrasian model was criticized for model was criticized for 
being an ‘institutionbeing an ‘institution--free’ theoryfree’ theory

!! BottomBottom--up/emergent macro has the same up/emergent macro has the same 
aspirations but an alternative methodology:aspirations but an alternative methodology:
!! ‘Grow’ macroeconomic aggregates from a ‘Grow’ macroeconomic aggregates from a 

heterogeneous population ofheterogeneous population of boundedly boundedly rational rational 
agents who interact directly with one another, away agents who interact directly with one another, away 
from equilibriumfrom equilibrium

!! Along the way ‘grow’ Along the way ‘grow’ mesomeso--scale institutionsscale institutions
!! ManyMany microspecifications microspecifications will likely prove sufficient will likely prove sufficient 

(although today we have none!)(although today we have none!)



Any Any ArtificialArtificial EconomyEconomy must have…must have…
!! Artificial Agents…Artificial Agents…

!! …have preferences, are consumers…have preferences, are consumers
!! …earn wages in firms as workers, migrate between firms…earn wages in firms as workers, migrate between firms
!! …own shares of firms…own shares of firms

!! Artificial Firms…Artificial Firms…
!! …make products to sell to consumers and firms…make products to sell to consumers and firms
!! …pay wages to workers…pay wages to workers
!! …banks as special case…banks as special case

!! Artificial Markets…Artificial Markets…
!! …for consumption and capital goods, prices emerge…for consumption and capital goods, prices emerge
!! …for ownership of firms, share prices emerge…for ownership of firms, share prices emerge

!! Certain Certain institutionsinstitutions emergent…emergent…
!! …money, price level, exchange regimes, etc.…money, price level, exchange regimes, etc.
!! …social norms of contracts, work effort and so on…social norms of contracts, work effort and so on
!! …informal social networks…informal social networks



An Artificial EconomyAn Artificial Economy

Consumer behavior
(Carroll and Allen [2001])



An Artificial EconomyAn Artificial Economy

Firm formation
(Axtell [1999, 2002]

Consumer behavior
(Carroll and Allen [2001])



An Artificial EconomyAn Artificial Economy

Financial market
(Lux or LeBaron)

Firm formation
(Axtell [1999, 2002]

Consumer behavior
(Carroll and Allen [2001])



An Artificial EconomyAn Artificial Economy

Financial market
(Lux or LeBaron)

Firm formation
(Axtell [1999, 2002]

Consumer behavior
(Carroll and Allen [2001])
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Artificial Agents:Artificial Agents:
Workers and ConsumersWorkers and Consumers

!! Preferences for consumption goods and leisure, Preferences for consumption goods and leisure, 
constrained by income, wealthconstrained by income, wealth

!! Behavioral realism, e.g.Behavioral realism, e.g.
!! nonnon--exponential discountingexponential discounting
!! gaingain--loss asymmetryloss asymmetry
!! varying degrees of risk aversionvarying degrees of risk aversion

!! Seek (e.g., grope for) utility improvements Seek (e.g., grope for) utility improvements 
through consumption and work choicesthrough consumption and work choices

!! Varying degrees of myopia depending on Varying degrees of myopia depending on 
decision parametersdecision parameters

!! Weak empirical targetsWeak empirical targets



Artificial FirmsArtificial Firms
!! Composed of agentsComposed of agents
!! Each makes a single consumption goodEach makes a single consumption good
!! Increasing returns to scale (effort)Increasing returns to scale (effort)
!! Some compensation systemSome compensation system
!! NonNon--cooperative behaviorcooperative behavior
!! Sales and profits, are determined by Sales and profits, are determined by 

marketmarket
!! Agents migrate between firms when it is Agents migrate between firms when it is 

utilityutility--improving to do soimproving to do so
!! Solid empirical targetsSolid empirical targets



Artificial MarketsArtificial Markets
!! Consumption, credit and capital goods:Consumption, credit and capital goods:

!! Single marketSingle market
!! Many marketsMany markets

!! Labor ‘market’:Labor ‘market’:
!! Single market with search costsSingle market with search costs
!! Many marketsMany markets

!! Equity market:Equity market:
!! Shares of firms bought and soldShares of firms bought and sold
!! Price is endogenousPrice is endogenous
!! Agents purchase shares with savingsAgents purchase shares with savings

!! Must forecast priceMust forecast price
!! Must decide what to buy and sellMust decide what to buy and sell



Typical SetTypical Set--UpUp
!! 10107 7 agents with heterogeneous preferencesagents with heterogeneous preferences
!! IC: all working as IC: all working as singletonssingletons
!! Run overnight to wipe out initial transientRun overnight to wipe out initial transient
!! Model output:Model output:

!! Fluctuating aggregate output, prices, real wages, Fluctuating aggregate output, prices, real wages, 
unemployment rate, share pricesunemployment rate, share prices

!! MultiMulti--agent firms agent firms emergeemerge
!! skew (Pareto) size distributionskew (Pareto) size distribution
!! heavyheavy--tailed (tailed (LaplaceLaplace) growth rate distribution) growth rate distribution
!! wagewage--firm size effectfirm size effect

!! Stock market dynamics emergeStock market dynamics emerge
!! heavyheavy--tailed SR price fluctuations tailed SR price fluctuations →→ Gaussian LRGaussian LR
!! clustered volatilityclustered volatility



“U.S. Firm Sizes are Zipf 
Distributed,”

RL Axtell, Science, 293 (Sept 7, 2001), pp. 1818-
20

“U.S. Firm Sizes are “U.S. Firm Sizes are Zipf Zipf 
Distributed,”Distributed,”

RL Axtell, RL Axtell, ScienceScience, , 293293 (Sept 7, 2001), pp. 1818(Sept 7, 2001), pp. 1818--
2020

For empirical PDF, slope ~ -2.06
thus tail CDF has slope ~ -1.06

Average firm size ~ 20
Median ~ 3-4

Mode = 1

Pr[S≥si] = 1-F(si) = si
−α



Firm Size Distribution in the ModelFirm Size Distribution in the Model
Firm sizes are Pareto distributed, f α s−(1+α)

α ≈ -1.09



“Extremely Heavy-Tailed Firm Growth,”
Axtell and Teitelbaum, submitted to Nature

“Extremely Heavy“Extremely Heavy--Tailed Firm Growth,”Tailed Firm Growth,”
Axtell and Axtell and TeitelbaumTeitelbaum, submitted to , submitted to NatureNature

small firms

large firms

    
Rt+1 =

St+1
St



“Extremely Heavy-Tailed Firm Growth,”
Axtell and Teitelbaum, submitted to Nature

“Extremely Heavy“Extremely Heavy--Tailed Firm Growth,”Tailed Firm Growth,”
Axtell and Axtell and TeitelbaumTeitelbaum, submitted to , submitted to NatureNature

Log growth rates are
Laplace distributed



“Extremely Heavy-Tailed Firm Growth,”
Axtell and Teitelbaum, submitted to Nature

“Extremely Heavy“Extremely Heavy--Tailed Firm Growth,”Tailed Firm Growth,”
Axtell and Axtell and TeitelbaumTeitelbaum, submitted to , submitted to NatureNature

Laplace growth
rates in industries



Firm Growth Rate Distribution in the ModelFirm Growth Rate Distribution in the Model

Firm growth rates are Laplace distributed



Firm Share PricesFirm Share Prices



Firm Share PricesFirm Share Prices



Empirical Artificial EconomiesEmpirical Artificial Economies
!! Many levels:Many levels:

!! ‘Sniff test’ by ‘old hands’‘Sniff test’ by ‘old hands’
!! CalibrationCalibration
!! ‘Estimation by simulation’ in ‘Estimation by simulation’ in 

principleprinciple
!! Econometrics:Econometrics:

!! Agent models can be Agent models can be 
considered as considered as richerricher
specificationsspecifications

!! Identification may be Identification may be 
problematicalproblematical

!! Community of agentCommunity of agent--based based 
computational economists computational economists 
has little experience with has little experience with 
this to datethis to date



Software DevelopmentSoftware Development
!! Progressively add features, e.g.,Progressively add features, e.g.,

!! Richer specification of the credit marketRicher specification of the credit market
!! Expand the role of moneyExpand the role of money

!! Getting institutions to emerge, e.g.,Getting institutions to emerge, e.g.,
!! Emergence of money (à la Emergence of money (à la Howitt Howitt andand ClowerClower))

!! Parallel C++ and Java implementationsParallel C++ and Java implementations
!! Dissemination:Dissemination:

!! Open portal on the web so outsiders can add Open portal on the web so outsiders can add 
their own agents?their own agents?

!! PegagogicalPegagogical tooltool



Main HurdlesMain Hurdles
!! How to get How to get realistic institutionsrealistic institutions into such a into such a 

model?model?
!! Let them emerge…Let them emerge…
!! …or build them in?…or build them in?

!! Evidence of our Evidence of our limited knowledgelimited knowledge of how of how 
agents form institutionsagents form institutions
!! OstromOstrom: Emergence of : Emergence of selfself--governancegovernance institutionsinstitutions

!! HypothesesHypotheses::
!! Many other heretofore unknown difficultiesMany other heretofore unknown difficulties
!! Satisfactory execution of this research program will Satisfactory execution of this research program will 

take many decades!take many decades!



Main Casualties of the Artificial Main Casualties of the Artificial 
Economy Approach to MacroEconomy Approach to Macro

!! HomogeneityHomogeneity assumptionsassumptions
!! Good riddance!Good riddance!

!! Agents as Agents as omniscientomniscient utilityutility maximizersmaximizers
!! Forthcoming marriage of artificial economies to Forthcoming marriage of artificial economies to 

experimental/behavioral economics?experimental/behavioral economics?
!! Economic agents as Economic agents as solitarysolitary actorsactors

!! Hello sociologyHello sociology
!! EquilibriumEquilibrium: against the Nash program: against the Nash program
!! RepresentativeRepresentative anything: micro to macro anything: micro to macro 

mediated by institutionsmediated by institutions
!! Theoretically: the Theoretically: the corecore



SummarySummary
!! LargeLarge--scalescale agent models are just feasible agent models are just feasible 

todaytoday
!! Prior work on agent modeling of major Prior work on agent modeling of major 

components of the economy exists and is components of the economy exists and is 
sufficiently rich to synthesize into first sufficiently rich to synthesize into first 
generation generation artificial economyartificial economy

!! This work will come to fruition over next This work will come to fruition over next 
few yearsfew years

!! A A new waynew way to do macro!to do macro!
!! Main limitation is how to treat Main limitation is how to treat institutionsinstitutions



Final Thoughts onFinal Thoughts on
Artificial EconomiesArtificial Economies

!! OntologyOntology of mathematical economics is of mathematical economics is 
maximizationmaximization::
!! Given agent methodology, why Given agent methodology, why maximize?maximize?
!! Are equations outside of agents Are equations outside of agents legitimatelegitimate??

!! Firms are multiFirms are multi--agent systems:agent systems:
!! Why Why singlesingle agent firms in agent models?agent firms in agent models?
!! Who can get profit maximization to Who can get profit maximization to emergeemerge??

!! SensitivitySensitivity analysis:analysis:
!! How do results depend on How do results depend on NN



Exciting Time forExciting Time for
Artificial EconomiesArtificial Economies

!! Almost everything is an Almost everything is an openopen problemproblem::
!! How to ‘grow’…How to ‘grow’…

!! …the family…the family
!! …private property…private property
!! …the State…the State

!! How to regulate…How to regulate…
!! ……a financial marketa financial market
!! ……a multia multi--agent firm (e.g., environment)agent firm (e.g., environment)
!! ……a macroa macro--economy (i.e., not optimal control!)economy (i.e., not optimal control!)

!! Analogy: Early days of game theoryAnalogy: Early days of game theory
!! We have reached We have reached the end of the beginning!the end of the beginning!


